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1. Introduction 

 

1.1 My full name is Gerrit Fekke Venema resident and owner of 37 Fairford st Bishopdale 

Christchurch. My background and the purpose it serves in giving evidence is set out in my 

evidence in chief dated the 16 February 2016. 

 

 

 

2. Scope 

 

2.1 My rebuttal evidence is provided in response to the evidence in chief filed by  

the following on 17 February 2016 who represent a variety of submitters:  

  

a) Mr Eric Morgan for AirNZ Ltd (submtr # 2255) 

b) Mr Chris Day for CIAL (#2348) 

c) Mr Michael Copeland for CIAL (#2348) 

d) Mr Rhys Boswell for CIAL (#2348) 

 

 

2.2 These submitters provided evidence in relation to submissions seeking the introduction 

of engine testing noise contours, rules and land controls in Chapter 6  (stage 2, now to 

be heard stage 3) of the Replacement District Plan (pRDP).  My rebuttal is primarily 

structured to respond to the issues or equivalent issues associated with on-wing (O/W) 

engine testing at Christchurch international airport (CIA) 

 

2.3 I have read through the above 2.1 listed evidence as it applies to the pRDP as stated in 

2.2.  For some of these statements of evidence that means I have only read the 

portions as applicable.   

 

2.4 I have also read the evidence presented by the following that cover Chapter 6.1 noise 

and support entirely their cause.  I also in particular rely on the expert evidence of Dr 

S.Chiles  Dr JP Clarke and Mr Michael Marra and their responses as rebuttal to 

those who have presented contrary, misleading or ill conceived evidence aimed at 

avoiding the industrial and civic responsibility of genuine mitigation at source 

surrounding the business of O/W engine testing at CIA.  

 

a) Expert Evidence Dr J-P Clarke 16-02-2016 for #2489, 2514, 2054, 2191, 2567, 

2091. 

b) Expert Evidence Dr Stephen Chiles 04-02-2016 for CCC #3723 (& #2123) 

c) Expert Evidence Mr Michael Marra #2054 

d) Expert Evidence Mr David Lawry #2514 

e) Evidence Vanessa Payne #2191 

f) Evidence Bruce Campbell #2489 

g) Evidence John Sugrue #2567 
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3. Rebuttal of Evidence presented by Mr Eric Morgan 17-02-2016 

 

 

3.1 Para 2.1  I Agree with Eric’s initial focus that on-wing (O/W) engine testing is an  

‘inherent part’  and ‘essential’ element of  ensuring aircraft reliability and safe operation 

(form and function and mandatory).  

However I disagree with the highly misleading implication that this is essential or inherent 

to a major international and or a domestic airport or in fact directly linked to safety at any 

given airport.  The matter of ‘safety’ concern and the misleading direct association of O/W 

engine testing with airport operations is sadly taken up by Mr Matt Bonis Para 21 and 

Mr Michael Copeland Para 64 in their evidence.  

Purely for the logistically use of aircraft in service, O/W testing is mostly carried out at the 

‘home-base’ airport. Home-base airports inherently have maintenance facilities equipped 

for full servicing (tools, jigs, ground equipment, approvals etc) and hence O/W testing is 

carried out at this location.  However there are many cases where, due to the economies 

of scale in providing the required facilities for aircraft servicing, there is only one airport in 

a region (home-base) where O/W testing is carried out. For the airline aircraft types that 

we are discussing at CIAL, there are numerous airports in NZ where O/W engine testing of 

the airliners is never or rarely carried out, thus proving there is no direct link nor to safety 

as is implied by those struggling to support the relief sought by CIAL. 

Hence O/W engine testing is not essential or core operational business for any given 

airport from a safety form and function point of view but rather logistically and/or 

financially convenient as is indeed further discussed by Mr Morgan in his evidence. 

. 

 

3.2 And I therefore further disagree with Para 6.11 statement that airport operations and 

engine testing “…are intertwined – one cannot be undertaken without the other.” As 

implied to the CIA situation. 

Acoustic expert evidence from both Dr S.Chiles and Dr JP Clarke also disagrees with Mr 

Morgan’s assertion that engine testing noise should be lumped in with airport operational 

noise as they evidence that O/W engine testing noise profiles differ significantly to those of 

airport ops and are more akin to industrial noise.  

 

3.3 Para 7.11 Doesn’t make sense: Firstly CIAL is having to make the investment (the ground 

run-up enclosure “GRE” cost) with no evidence given on how this “would have a 

substantial effect on the cost of travel from Christchurch” and then Mr Morgan for AirNZ 

Ltd claims to be up for footing most of the bill as the big boy on the block…? 

Incidentally, I’m guessing travel ‘to’ Christchurch will marvellously be exempt this cost? 

 That’s good as there would be very little impact on the economically precious tourist 

industry coming into Canterbury from adopting best practice and running with a GRE. 

 

3.4 Para 7.14 Eric’s Google earth must have difficulty in detecting and highlighting 

suggested residences (mine didn’t seem to do that for me either). Or is it because Mr 

Morgan has now defaulted to discussing the impact of the existing air noise operational 

contours? Regardless, this piece of evidence is irrelevant to O/W engine testing noise 

contours as presented in the proposed plan, misleading in the manner of ‘minimising’ the 

level of affected residential properties and unsupportable if only by reason that we find no 

attached Google map as proof of statement.  
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3.5 Para 7.16 thru 7.19 “constructive solution” and “significant commitment “appear under-

reported with detail and irrelevantly stayed in the ‘present’ by ANZL, considering district 

plans are for the future and CIAL (their landlord) has a “future proofing” motto of a force 

to be reckoned with!  

Initial costs? On-going costs? How does this compare to GRE’s long term viability?  ANZL’s 

solution appears to be lacking in evidence and doesn’t appear to embrace evidence from 

world leading acoustic experts on ‘best practice’ nor even our own Christchurch city 

employed honest acoustic expert opinion (or “noise” as some of the other CIAL’s ‘experts’ 

have referred to him as). 

And they (ANZL) are mainly the ones making all the noise.   

I note and evidence from my experience that in the case of managing residential noise 

complaints received in the city, they generally incite action against the occupant or ‘maker’ 

of the noise not the landlord! 

 Now I’m not suggesting we confiscate their aeroplane…but there’s a thought. 

 

3.5 Para 10.6  I disagree with Mr Morgan’s assumption that  since 2008  untill now would 

equate to “long established” in terms of the current operational noise contours at CIA  and 

owing to the fact that they are due for review in 2017 negates this piece of evidence as a 

valid reason for recommending to the Hearing Panel that they “adopt the proposed revised 

contours… “ as given in Para 10.10. 

In between district plan changes (ie 8-9yrs) and due for much needed review can hardly 

garner the weight of influence as intended by the term “long established” in this context. 

From the things I’ve read to date “long in the tooth” might be a better description when 

referring to CIA’s operational noise contours. 

 

 

4.  Rebuttal of Evidence presented by Mr Chris Day 17-02-2016 

 

Para 1 thru 7  Although endowed with the helm of a prominent NZ acoustics business 

and apparently quite exercised in the discipline of planning and consultancy on issues of 

noise buzzing around some of the more popular NZ airports, I note the Mr Day does not 

appear to actually have any specific  qualifications in the field of acoustics.   

I would  therefore suggest that this then lowers the weight of evidence provided by Mr 

Day on technically challenging acoustic matters and  their specifically recommend 

outcomes as compared to that provide by other expert witnesses in acoustics representing 

on the issues of O/W engine testing noise and indeed any other challenging airport 

acoustic issues.  

Even though there are some obvious departures from logic and best practice in parts of 

read, I have chosen to leave and rely on the rebuttal of evidence of those experts in 

acoustics, namely Dr S. Chiles and Dr JP Clarke.  

 

 

5.  Rebuttal of Evidence presented by Mr Michael Copeland 17-02-2016 

 

5.1  Para 63.5.  Fortunately CIAL’s expert in economics gives a grand estimation of the cost of 

shuffling turbo prop aircraft around the airport in a complex pursuit, no doubt that of Mr 

Morgan and Mr Day’s bespoked, hard to tail mitigation brew aimed to avoid 

concentrations of engine testing noise near the city’s higher population density.  

And Mr Copeland even promptly offers a serious relief to the emphatic “…must be 
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undertaken on…” tenure of his previous Para 63.4 in respect to a surprise alternative to 

the currently in use, dangerously positioned, tiny wee, cosy concrete run-up pad.  This 

evidence is to be commended especially to Mr Eric Morgan as this shows exactly how 

long it would take in their estimation (not mine) for a purpose built ground run up 

enclosure (GRE), as tabled by evidence from Eric Para 7.9, to become economically 

viable. 

The maths is simple: take Eric’s $8 mil divided it by Michael’s $2 mil per year and wow a 

paltry 4 years to achieve pay back!  Gosh and not to mention all the legal and professional 

fees they will have been able to curb by avoiding all these proposed postulation in getting 

around a GRE.   

For CIAL’s 2025 forecasting ambitions the GRE is clearly panning out as a ‘must have’ in 

accordance with their experts and associate experts.   

And that’s just on economic viability. Then there’s the RMA lawfulness, the political ‘look 

good’ factor of a caring community focused airport, then the ‘leaders in world class’ flag 

flying -parades (a notable specialty of AirNZ Ltd; and good on them), oh and it will 

undoubtedly also create some more work and jobs for CIAL’s list of extensively evidenced 

statistical importance to the greater south island, let alone poor Christchurch. 

I propose a remedy: Maybe Eric and Michael could get together on this one? 

 

5.2 And hence I cannot agree with Mr Copeland’s economics as justification for his stance 

taken in Para 64 nor would it prove in the best interests of our city’s mostly council 

owned CIAL.  Nor can I see with my aviation experience how duck-shoving aircraft all 

around the airport to satisfy a bunch of bespoked noise contours is going to be anything 

but more unsafe when compared with just one, purpose built, cosy if they will, GRE. 

 

5.3 Para 66  I fail to see what direct responsibility or in fact approvals CIAL would have/or 

holds for them to inherit any “pressure” to “meet additional aircraft maintenance 

requirements”.  I far as I’m aware CIAL as such does not hold any approvals or 

certification to carry out maintenance on aircraft in NZ. 

 

5.4 A purpose built GRE as proposed by experts Dr S.Chiles , Dr JP Clarke and submitter 

John Sugrue(#2567)  and presented by Mr Eric Morgan’s evidence for AirNZ 

Ltd(#2255) would  also render all of Mr Copeland’s  Para 65 and 66 as totally 

unnecessary . 

 

 

 

6.  Rebuttal of Evidence presented by Mr Rhys Boswell 

 

6.1 Para 59.3  ‘Airport Voice’ goes to 80,000 homes each quarter? For how long has this 

been going? Can’t remember ever receiving one in 23 years I’ve been living within 3km 

of the airport. 

 

6.2 Para 59.4  I’m a close in proximity resident of the community and have never heard 

of a CIAL Community Liaison Group.   

Maybe it’s a typo: suggest correct rendition = “CIAL Liaison Group” 

 

6.3 Para 60 figure 1. Mr Boswell here provides the reader with evidence of his own lack 

of credentials in data interpretation and statistical probability analysis. I can hardly 
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believe how barely a month of self-acclaimed statistically askew data (2016) then 

equates to Mr Boswell’s claim that “…it does provide a useful insight into possible levels 

of future annoyance resulting from aircraft ops at CIA…”  Figure 1. Graph actually 

shows a reliable decline in complaints recorded from the peak of 2013. 

 

6.4 And so when we get to Rhys’s Para 78 we get to see an even more obvious decline 

in complaints on for O/W engine testing!   

Great! No need for fear of curfews from engine testing complaints anywhere in sight 

for the future of CIA. 

And so Rhys clearly provides us with premium noise complaint data (data proven to be 

unavailable nor collectable by anyone else; refer evidence statements from Vanessa 

Payne and John Sugrue) proving that CIAL’s justification for the pCDRP inclusion of 

the invasive, bespoke-brewed and complex engine testing noise contours is unfounded 

and therefore is best replaced with superior future proofing remedies such as on site 

mitigation via GRE. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Gerrit Venema 

25 February 2016 
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